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8200 SerieS
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innovat ive NGC 8200 ser ies
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Standard computationS
provide heating value,  

relative density,  
wobbe index, 
condensate 

optional computationS 
provide speed of sound, 

vapor pressure and  
hydrocarbon dewpoint* 

(others on request)

ExploSion proof
Graphical uSEr intErfacE

with magnetic navigation 
buttons

+  rugged field unit with laboratory-type precision
  +  +/- 0.125 Btu at reference temperature
  +  +/- 0.25 Btu over operating temperature
+  Best stated precision for on-line chromatograph
+  Stable oven utilizes high-speed digital control
+  Dual calibration stream option
+  Double-precision equations of state, e.g., dew point, 
 speed of sound, vapor pressure*

precision

ABB Totalflow proudly introduces the most economical, high-precision, on-line gas chromatograph 
in the industry—the NGC 8200. Using industry-accepted gas chromatography techniques, the NGC 
8200 can provide all of the gas-quality and heating-value information your measurement applications 
require. The data is accessible locally via the front panel digital display, or with a variety of laptop 
interfaces. it can also be viewed from remote locations using industry standard remote protocols. 
The lightweight and extraordinarily durable NGC 8200 features four-stream monitoring capability 
and modular parts that can easily be replaced in the field. Yet the device is economical enough to 
consider as a replacement for your composite sampler systems. 

    The NGC 8200 SerieS
+  Transmitter-like simplicity and usability
+  Multiple flow computers and analyzers in one instrument
+  All of your natural gas analyses in the same product
+  interactive graphical display in an explosion-proof package
+ Miniaturized conventional analytical components (not silicone wafers)
+  Windows® Ce real-time operating system
+  integral flow computer with addition of multivariable pressure transmitter*

innovation
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EaSY connEctionS
versatile serial, usb
and ethernet with variety 
of modbus protocols 

four StrEamS; 
flExiblE calibration 
StrEam optionS

Ex mmi port

mountS atop 2” pipE

SErvicEabilitY 
complete unit consists of only 

three replaceable modules

self diagnostics that  
generate log files

remote operation:  
offsite maintenance  

by factory experts

thE corE analYtical
componEntS arE on a SinGlE, 

EaSY-to-inStall modulE



SofTware flexibiliTy
+  NGC software is based on Totalflow’s flexible XSeries framework—
 providing unmatched flexibility
+  Conversion to a total energy device simply requires adding the 
 necessary number of multivariable transmitters and instantiating 
 Totalflow’s proven flow computer applications
+  examples of other software flexibility:
     +  Alarm by exception with cry-out 
     +  General purpose data logger
     +  Programmable math / logic functions
     +  Programmable local LCD
     +  Configurable modbus register map
     +  Complex equations of state

Flexibility
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+   easy to install — compact size permits lighter-weight, small-footprint    
 installation at the sample point
+   easy to start up — factory-calibrated, ready to install using startup 
 diagnostics, startup wizards
+   easy to operate — whether using the graphical local display with 
 magnetic navigation keys or using the graphical MMi, as shown below,
 simple operation is assured from the ground up
+  Graphical LCD magnetic touch display:
      +  View status, results, and chromatograms
      +  invoke mode changes (cal, hold, run)
      +  User-configurable LCD screen

MaiN aNalyzer iNTerfaCe SCreeN 
+  Provides a simple yet powerful combination of GUi,  
 navigation elements and data

simplicity
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application flExibilitY 
industrial / commercial
pipeline tie-ins
energy plants
landfill
city gates
high-end samplers
gas distribution
integral flow-energy*
c6+
c7+*
c9+*
o2 / n2*
h2s%*

*At time of printing, some of these applications were under development and may not currently be available. To obtain the most current status, please contact your Totalflow representative.
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